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Notice of February 2021 Entitlement

May 12, 2022
From: MDU Gas Supply <gsupply@mdu.com>
Sent: Wednesday, February 10, 2021 7:50 AM
Cc: MDU Gas Supply
Subject: Critical, OTHER, 20210210, NWP, 067977322 [System Tracking #: 00001727807]

Good Morning,

Cascade will initiate a Stage II (8%) overrun entitlement starting Gas Day Friday February 12th and will continue through Gas Day Tuesday, February 16th. This will apply to all customers on the NWP system. Please align your nominations accordingly to prevent entitlement penalties.

Thanks.

Post Date: 02/10/2021
Category: CRITICAL NOTES
Subcategory: ENTITLEMENT
TSP Name: Northwest Pipeline LLC TSP: 67977322
Critical: Y
Notice Stat Desc: INITIATE
Notice Type Desc: OTHER
Post D/T: 02/10/2021

8:18 AM MCT
Notice Eff D/T: 02/10/2021 8:18 AM MCT
Notice End D/T:
Reqrd Rsp Desc: No response required
Rsp D/T:

Notice ID: 21-016
Prior Notice:
Subject: Stage II (8%) Overrun Entitlement north of Kemmerer

Notice Text:

Due to forecasted cooler temperatures and continued customer drafting negatively impacting Northwest’s system balancing capabilities, Northwest is declaring a Stage II (8%) Overrun Entitlement for all Receiving Parties north of the Kemmerer compressor station beginning gas day Friday, February 12, 2021. This entitlement includes all points on the Spokane, Wenatchee and Grants Pass laterals, and shall continue until Tuesday, February 16, 2021.
If you have any questions, please contact your Commercial Services representative or the hotline at 713-215-6301.

Marty Benson
mbenson@intgas.com
Gas Supply Analyst III
208.377.6121